


Mor  in  : Ope S n eS h .or



    W A  R  E P S  T E Y?

   10:00 - 10:30: What is water quality?

   10:30 - 11:00:  We learn how to collect the water and        
what else to do when do it.

   11:00 - 14:00: We go and collect the water! 

   14:00 - 15:00: Testing water quality (back to the lab) 
and we document online, meanwhile.

   15:00 - 16:00: We will filter the water.

   16:00 - 17:30 approx.: Creative exercise to simulate 
field work in a polluted site and open discussion. 



PA  N :
IN D I N



Water quality refers to the chemical, physical, 
biological, and radiological characteristics of 
water. It is a measure of the condition of water 

relative to the requirements of one or more biotic 
species and or to any human need or purpose 

(WIKIPEDIA, 06/2018).
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WATER QUALITY relates to the way we will use it 

… and also gets polluted in a different way depending on its use!



Exa l  1: Doñan  la s, Spa

CC4.0-SA-BY Wikipedia User Ultratomio

SA ZA
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On e n ...



Exa l  2: Sa n -Bri  ay, Fra

CC4.0-SA-BY Wikipedia User Colsu

E T HI ON
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On e n ...



Exa l  3: La l  ay, San o, US

Public domain

E T HI ON,
DE  NE!
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On e n ...



Exa l  4: Par  n a , Wal , UK

CC4.0-SA-BY Wikipedia User Marc.murphy
CC4.0-SA-BY Wikipedia User Cls14

CO R an  AR C!
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On e n ...



Exa l  5: Sh o h R , Ar e

CC4.0-SA-BY Ani Vardanyan

CO R an  U B Y
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On e n ...



PA  T :
WA H  WA !



    Collect your water!
1. Take pictures, videos, of the site, maybe type of nature
2. Write down the day and sampling hour
3. Explore what is around the area, map the surroundings
4. Describe the type of waterbody and its main water source
5. Possibly interview people regarding problems

    Back to the lab:
1. Analyze the pollutants in the water (colorimetric tests and 

turbidity and pH)
2. Summarize and document your findings
3. Compare with other results

    First of all:
1. Make teams of 3-5 people
2. Find an interesting area for your water survey
3. Decide exactly the spot for your sampling



https://goo.gl/qaEJRt

Create your own subfolder here:



Define the concentration of a compound with 
the aid of a COLOR.

Most chemicals are invisible in water: we add 
something that makes the color ONLY when 

the chemical is present. 

The more color we will see the MORE chemical will be



The concentration of the chemical is linearly PROPORTIONAL to 
the color INTENSITY

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PYMZRSjdLKs






TU D



PA  T E :
T E M  OF R



BIOREMEDIATION: using life to treat water. 
Fertilizers can be used by plants and other organisms. 

Other plants can absorb heavy metals: accumulate 
them or use them to grow. 



ACTIVATED CHARCOAL: a SUPERFILTER: due to its tiny 
holes inside. This surface is “sticky” to pollutants.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EIv6Ubd1efc




 Filtering the water
1. Add filter paper at the bottom of a cut bottle.
2. Make sure you pack well the components and 

that you have no leaks.
3. Equilibrate your filter before testing the water
4. Take water samples before and after

 After filtering
1. Perform colorimetric tests in filtered water. 
2. Compare with initial results. Did it clean the 

water?

 Before
1. Summarize your results of colorimetric tests.
2. Decide what materials to use for your specific 

problem.
3. Wash the materials with clean water first. 



PA  F :
DI S O



The most effective way of counteracting pollution in the environment is not treating water, but rather 
studying the problem and attacking the source of it. For it, researchers, governments and activists often 
survey the water bodies to fast identify changes in the water quality and fight the problem. The important 
thing to remember is that there is not only one solution to a problem, but many. Some of them will 
present bad outcomes too.

Open discussion points: 

1/ What was the problem in your water sample?

 2/ How to treat the water?



3/ Where your water was taken..How his water could be polluted?

© From EHGO.FR



 4/ How would you solve this problem in the environment? Try to find some specific 
problems and find solutions/alternatives with different views. Divide 
in these specific groups:

- Activists 
- Politicians
- Farmers
- Water management company
- Citizens


